
 2021 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name: Lodi Public Library 

 

Certification Grade: 2 

 

Date of visit: 9/2/2021 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Alex LeClair  

 

SCLS staff present: Mark Jochem 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 30 minutes 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

1. How are you and your staff doing? 

Alex and staff report feeling a little strain and burn out due to differing views on how to 

respond to the pandemic. The library is engaged in offering quite a few innovative services 

and activities all of which take time and energy.  

 

a. What have you learned about yourself, your staff, and your community during the 

COVID-19 Pandemic? 

The pandemic shows large divides in the city about how to handle the pandemic. Alex for the 

most part appreciates the variety of views, but navigating and adjusting services/practices can 

be challenging. 

 

b. What lessons learned will guide you going forward? 

One of the biggest lessons learned was to rely more on the board when responding to COVID-

19 and the changes imposed by the pandemic. The library has seen more turnover of staff and 

board members. Alex notes he has good staff now, but has lost some good staff members – 

including a library page who made creative/innovative book displays.  

 

2. Are there service changes or new services arising from COVID that you may continue moving 

forward? 

a. Is there anything SCLS can do to help? 

The library will continue to provide curbside service for patrons beyond COVID. The 

continuation of virtual programming is also a possibility.  

 

3. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re excited about? 

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out? 

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)? 

The library building was once a bank with a large vault. The vault is still part of the building, 

but now acts as a “prize room.” Alex explained that somehow, the number of prizes has 



greatly increased and the library is working on giving out extra prizes as part of programs – 

mentioning SLP and other programs.   

The library has held several programs that the community responded positively to including:  

1. Yoga in the Park – A local yoga instructor offers regular outdoor yoga classes to 

families and individuals. The popular program started as a grant-funded program. 

Because it was well received, it is continuing beyond the grant.  

2. Outside programs continue to be popular, including storytime programs 

3. A record number of participants (160) participated in the annual Run/Walk event 

4. Over 81,000 pages were read and recorded during the Summer Library Program, a 

huge increase from previous years. 

 

4. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

A book “bucket list” program is in the works. The goal is to have it available to all age groups.   

 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

 

Alex had some items of feedback regarding the ILS, mentioning that in some instances it is a little 

slow or “clunky” for library staff to use. It also misses a few scanned items, which creates a chain of 

problems from properly clearing an item off a patron’s checkout record, to holds, and other issues.  

 


